Toilet Training

Once upon a potty: His
by Alona Frankel
Explains in simple text and illustrations why and how a little boy uses a potty

Once upon a potty: Hers
by Alona Frankel
Explains in simple text and illustrations why and how a little girl uses a potty

No more diapers for Ducky!
by Bernette G. Ford
When Piggy can not come out to play because he is using the potty, Ducky decides it is time for him to learn to use the potty too.

Time to pee!
by Mo Willems
With the author’s signature humor and a group of sign-holding mice, children are gently led through each step in the process that will finally bring them to their emancipation from diapers.

Dinosaur vs. the potty
by Bob Shea
Dinosaur doesn’t need to use the potty— even when he’s making lemonade, running through the sprinkler, having a three-juice-box lunch and splashing in rain puddles—but wait, is that a victory dance he’s doing or a potty dance?

My potty
by Anita Bijsterbosch
Something red falls from the sky. “A hat!” says Dog. The other animals make a guess too. A little bed, A boat, A vase, Only Hare knows what it is, because it’s his. A funny story in which several animals mistake a potty for other objects.

Everyone poops
by Tarō Gomi
art biology textbook, part sociological treatise shows how creatures throughout the animal world—including humans—deal with the products of digestion.

Potty poo-poo wee-wee
by Colin McNaughton
When everyone tells Littlesaurus to use his potty, he ignores them and exclaims “Potty poo-poo wee-wee!” until his grandmother gives him some important information.